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OTE, a. s.
Sokolovská 192/79
186 00 Praha 8
  / 
Application to change the EIC code of the Registered gas market participant
Company name *
* required fields
Company ID of RMP in  CS OTE *
Registrační číslo účastníka trhu v CS OTE
hereinafter "Registered market participant" or "RMP"
As the statutory representative(s) of the RMP undersigned
we request to change the EIC code of the RMP in the CS OTE from the current EIC code to the requested (new) EIC code in accordance with the business terms of OTE, a.s. for the Gas Sector and we commit to fulfill the necessary conditions set out below.
 time of the change: 15:00 - 17:00
The date of the change must be planned outside the period of the 8-15th of the month, and additionally it must be from Monday to Thursday (excluding public holidays and the day before public holiday). Before sending out the signed application the proposed date must be approved by OTE Gas HelpDesk (+420 296 576 200, plyn@ote-cr.cz) .   The duration of the change depends on the number of entries recorded for RMP, mainly on the number of supply points registered in the CS OTE.
     Necessary conditions:
RMP is obliged to inform in advanced about the EIC code change to the relevant gas market participants and coordinate the EIC code change with them so that they begin to use the requested (new) EIC code after it is imple-mented in the CS OTE. Special attention should be paid to the coordination of the EIC code changes with the relevant operators such as the transmission system operator, gas storage facilities operators, distribution system operators and also for gas traders with which you trades  and if relevant with POWER EXCHANGE CENTRAL EUROPE, a.s., RMP is obliged to not make any changes in the CS OTE during the time of the change  and also not to communicate with CS OTE via any channel as web service, web page and e-mail,RMP is obliged to check the accuracy and validity of their own data in the CS OTE after the requested (new) EIC code is implemented in the CS OTE,RMP notes that the current EIC code will be completely replaced by the requested (new) EIC code in the entire CS OTE , including all historical data. Moreover, the EIC code change cannot be undone.
Date of application submission  *
Stamp
Name of statutory representative (respectively assignee) *
Signature *
Name of statutory representative (respectively assignee)
Signature
OTE confirms the acceptance of this application to change the EIC code of the RMP:
Name of deputy
Signature
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